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F����� DVIII
Thank you for buying the AerodromeRC Fokker DVIII 1/9th 
Scale laser cut short kit for electric flight.

A semi scale adaptation of the Fokker DVIII, this model is 
designed to be easy to build and exciting to fly.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS

MORE THAN 265 LASER CUT PARTS
Scale: 1/9th

Prop: 10x6 prop
Channels: 4 servos Ailerons, Rudder and Elevator
Wheels: Balsa, plywood, Neoprene foam cord tires, Brass 
tube hub and paper card wheel cones

Airfoil Type: Flat bo�omed, scale top
Wing Area: 222 sq in
Wing Span: 36 2/3”
Cowl: Built up balsa
Spinner: Built up foam and fiberglass spinner 
Weight: 23 Oz. ready to fly 
Power System: Designed for GWS 350 C 5.33:1 gearing 
Designer: M.K. Bengtson
Prototype Builder:  Franny Brodigan

FEATURES
• Scale dihedral, includes in wing ailerons. Scale number 

of ribs
• Flat bo�omed scale like airfoil including thick airfoil 

with taper
• Wings are partially sheeted from leading edge to first 

spar
• Laser cut 1/16” balsa trailing edges
• Front of the fuselage is balsa box, the rear is built up
• Laser cut side cheeks and balsa turtle deck
• Laser cut balsa for built up cowl
• Dummy Spandau machine gun and pilot figure kits 

included
• Laser cut balsa tail parts included
• Balsa leading edges, included
• Balsa and plywood wheel kit with Neoprene foam rub-

ber tire material included

BUILDING THE MODEL
B����� S�������

A note about the photos. A note about the photos: The pho-
tos were taken of a prototype and the parts supplied may 
look slightly different from them. However, the concepts 
illustrated are the same. 
The  prototype was built by Franny Brodigan

WINGS
The wing is built in three pieces – Center, Le� and Right 
panels.  Build the center section first and then the le� and 
right panes simultaneously including ailerons.  A�er the 
three sections are finished, they are joined and sheeted.  
Finally the aileron servos are fi�ed and then the wing is 
ready to be covered.

C����� �������:
Start by placing the 3/16” leading edge upside down (long 
side down) on the plans to create the front of a jig. Now 
find the 1/8” thick R15 and pin it down as well. Next pin 
down the two 1/8”X1/2”X2.5” trailing edge pieces from 
the laser cut sheet. The final element of the jig is the 1/8” 
sq bo�om spars.  Cut two pieces to fit between and includ-
ing the outside R2 ribs and pin to your board. Use R0 as a 
guide for the correct placement of the rear spar. With R0 up 
against the leading Edge (LE), the location of the spar will 
be evident. Locate and collect the spar web pieces R0-R0, 
R0-R1, and R1-R2. These will be use to assure alignment 
of the ribs. With the jig complete, place and glue the ribs 
using the spar webs to ensure placement and angle. Do 
not glue to the leading edge at this time and do not glue 
the spar webs. The two R1 ribs go outside R15 and not on 
top. With the LE still in place, mark the location of each of 
the ribs. Now, remove the LE from the board, turn it over 
so the long side is facing up and glue it to the ribs making 
sure it is flush with the bo�om of the ribs above the build-
ing board. The overhang at the top of the ribs is to accom-
modate the forward 1/32” sheeting. Do not add the top 
spars at this time. A�er the glue has set, remove the center 
section from the plans.
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O���� W��� P�����:
Both the le� and right panel can be built simultaneously.  
Start by pinning down the wing tip R12. Next, cut the fore 
and a� bo�om spars out of 1/8” square stock and pin to 
the board being careful to bu� them up against R12. The 
other end is to be trimmed so that it extends under the first 
R2 but not the second one. It is ok to be a li�le long as it 
can be sanded flush just prior to wing joining. Locate and 
pin down the trailing edge piece, but it is not necessary to 
pin down the LE. Do not place the trailing edge that mates 
with the aileron at this time. Locate and collect all the 
spar web pieces and also the R2 dihedral angle template 
“RAG”.  Each of the ribs is placed at a slight angle so that 
when the panel is raised, the ribs are perpendicular. Place 
each rib and glue into place using the correct spar web as a 
template to set the angle and exact spacing. You can start at 
either the root or tip.  Use RAG for the angle of R2. Do not 
glue the spar webs at this time. Next place and glue the TE 
that mates with the aileron. Add MT1-MT4 1/16” ply wing 
mounts between R2 and R3 making sure the screw holes 
are oriented as in the plans. Glue in place. Finally, glue the 
leading edge to the ribs taking care to bu� it against the 
R12 tip and flush with the bo�om of the ribs. Do not add 
the top spars at this time. 

A�������:
Both ailerons can built simultaneously with the wing 
panels still pinned in place over the board. Begin by plac-
ing three “T”-pins in the aileron end gap to ensure cor-
rect clearance between the aileron and the wing at R6 and 
R11. Next find and pin the aileron TE to the board over 
the plans. Retrieve all the li�le rib ends R6a-R11a, and 
glue each to the TE making sure they are back and seated 
against the TE and their angle matches their corresponding 
wing rib.  Place and glue the 1/8” “M” control horn brace 
flush with R8a and the TE. When the glue has set, remove 

the aileron from the board and place and glue the leading 
edge. 

When the glue is dry, remove both outer panels and sand 
the bo�om spars flush with rib R2.

J������ ��� ���� ������:
Place the center section back on the board over the plans 
and pin in place. Add pins against the ribs at the spars to 
brace them while inserting the dihedral braces. Using the 
rear view on the plans, mark a vertical line on the 1/16” ply 
dihedral braces between the two R2 ribs. Now insert the 
dihedral braces into the slots just above the bo�om spars so 
they bu� together in the center. Use your marks to ensure 
they are centered. When you are happy with their location, 
glue them in place. Next, test fit each panel by sliding them 
over the braces so that the two R2s are flush. Take care not 
to stress the ribs as the brace moves through them. Verify 
the alignment of the leading edge over the plans with a 
square to be certain the panel has not “gated” fore or a�.  
The tip height off the board is 7/8” and can be set with a 
piece of 3/8” scrap sq stock set under rib R6. This will also 
help to keep the outer panel from warping. When you are 
happy with the alignment, glue the panels in place.  The 
thick CA glue is helpful here in that it will not set well 
without accelerator giving you time to work and verify the 
alignment.  When the alignment is good, just hit it with 
the accelerator.  Now add the top 1/8” sq balsa spars with 
the rear bu�ed up against the last rib R11 and the forward 
spar extending past the end of the tip R12. The center joint 
is a full bay “scarf” joint between the two center R0s. It is 
easiest to cut and sand the mating scarf joint ends and then 
the ends at the tips. Do all four top spars and verify their 
alignment before gluing into place. Once the spars are in, 
add the spar webs. On the right panel, the labels will be 
facing you and on the le� panel they will be facing away. 
Glue them so they are centered top to bo�om. Don’t forget 
the center section webs as well.
With the sections joined, find the two balsa R13s and R14. 
There is a profile drawing in the upper le� of the plans 
that details their placement.  Set R14 first. You will need to 
sand the top and bo�om a bit to get the angle correct. The 
bo�om of R14 is not flush with the edge of R15, but back 
about 1/8” or so. This will allow you to sand R15 to match 
R14’s angle.  Glue R14 in place. The two R13s are sanded 
and beveled to mate with R14 and R15. They too are set 
back from the edge about 3/32” to allow the sanding of R15 
to match their angle. When you are happy with the fit, glue 
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them in place. When the glue has set, sand R15 to match 
the R13s and R14. You can now remove the wing from the 
board and cut the excess forward top spar flush with the 
outside of R11. Then fashion a small section of spar materi-
al to angle down from the rib to the tip sanding both edges 
so it is flush. Glue in place.

S�������
The area between the forward top spar and the leading 
edge is sheeted with 1/32” balsa. Begin with one of the 
outer panels and carefully cut out a piece that will fit be-
tween the outer R2 (leaving the inside R2 as a seat for the 
center sheeting) and R11 with the grain winning from root 
to tip.  When you are happy with the fit, wet the outside of 
the piece and allow it to curve around a small cylindrical 
form until it holds a curved shape. It need not be complete-
ly dry before a�aching, but the moisture will accelerate CA 
glues. Add glue to the rib tops and sheet edges and a�ach 
the sheeting. You can press a piece of foam rubber over the 
rib location to get a good seat of the sheeting on the ribs.  
Spray accelerator to lock each rib down. Continue with the 
next outer panel and then the center section.

T��� F�������,
The elevator and rudder are straightforward and are built 
over the plans. A�er the glue has completely set, remove 
from the plans and finish sand. The elevator can be slo�ed 
for hinges at this time, but do not glue in the hinged until 
a�er the covering is complete.

F�������

Begin by finding the two large balsa sides. Pin one over the 
plans and cut, place and glue the 1/8” square balsa string-
ers to complete the fuselage side. The end piece is 1/8” 
X 1/4” X 13/16” Notice that the larger notches are on the 
bo�om of the fuselage. Do this for both balsa side panels.  
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Note the jog two thirds of the way back for the horizontal 
stabilizer and don’t forget to add the two gussets F4, and 
F5.  A�er the glue has set, remove from the board. Next 
find the three fuselage formers F1, F2, and F3.  F1 is light 
ply and the other two are 1/8” balsa. With one of your 
fuselage sides over the plans, (larger notched toward the 
bo�om) place and glue each of the formers making sure 
they are perpendicular to the board. This will be the right 
fuselage side. A�er the formers have set, remove the side 
from the board and place it over the top view of the plans.  
Add the le� side and when you are happy with the align-
ment from above, glue the formers. Allow the glue to set.  
Using the top view as a guide, cut two each of the 1/8” 
stringer cross braces and set aside. Then, locate the trian-
gular bo�om brace “TS” and put it with the cross braces. 
Now, but with the sides still over the top view, pull the 
sides together and insert the “TS” brace. You will need to 
bevel the fuselage ends for the best fit. When you are happy 
with the alignment from above, Clamp and glue the fuse-
lage ends together around TS. When the glue is set, remove 
from over the plans.

WHEELS

The wheels are pre�y simple and detailed well on the 
plans. They are built from the 1/32”ply and 1/8” balsa 
sandwich with a 3/32” copper tubing bearing and small 
1/8” circular caps. Build them over your copper tubing 
bearing and spin them before they are completely set to be 
assured they spin true with no wobble. All that remains 
are the covers. Use a manila folder and cut out four disks 
about 1/4” larger than the wheel diameter. The wheels 
can be built to have symmetrical cones or the inside of the 
wheels can be pre�y much flat and the outside to have a bit 
more pronounced cone shape to be a bit more scale. If you 
go with the fla�er inside cone, sand the hub down on one 
side of the wheel to leave only about 1/32” of a protrusion. 
Leave the other side as detailed. Since these were really just 
fabric covers over a bicycle or motorcycle wheel , it is fun 
to add depressions for the spokes. You can do this by using 
a ball point pen and scoring radial lines on the cones from 
the hub center. Start by locating the center of your cutout 
disks. Then draw a straight line with the pen through the 
center while over a so� surface like a notebook. Now draw 
another line perpendicular to the first and also running 

through the center. Now a line 45 degrees to the last line 
and then again at 22.5 degrees. When you get done, turn 
the disk over and you should have a nice spoke pa�ern re-
lief. The finished disk for the flat side of the wheel can now 
be glued to the center hub and outer edge (ballpoint ink 
toward the wheel). When it is dry, trim it flush to the outer 
edge of the wheel. For the more conical side of the wheel, 
you will need to take a very small pie shape out of your 
spoked disk along one of the spokes. Glue the edges back 
together converting your disk to a cone and then glue it to 
the wheel hub and edge. When finished, trim to the wheel 
edge. The last bit is the actual rubber tire. These are the pre-
cut neoprene rubber tubes. They are easiest to glue off the 
wheel and then carefully slide them over the rims. The can 
be glued together with medium CA glue. Try not to induce 
a twist and work for a perfect alignment. Your finished 
wheels can now be painted and the tires installed last.

CABANE AND LANDING GEAR BLOCKS
Using the 1/16” ply pre-cut pieces assemble the two top 
cabane blocks to include an equivalent length piece of 1/16” 
copper or aluminum tubing. When they are set, place and 
glue them to the two notches in the top of the fuselage 
sides. Add small sections of triangle or square stock for 
additional bracing. For the bo�om blocks, there will be 
an open slot for the landing gear to be a�ached later. One 
possible modification would be to install 3/32” copper or 
aluminum tubing in the slots a�er widening the slots to 
accept them. The forward tube could also be repositioned 
one layer up to allow a complete sandwich of ply pieces to 
increase the strength. If you elect to add the tubing, wrap 
the rear block and the front block if it is not sandwiched, 
with thread sealed with thin CA adhesive. When they are 
set, glue them into the bo�om notches of the fuselage sides.  
Next bend and cut the 1/32” music wire pieces for the six 
cabane struts, the two 1/16” Landing gear struts, and the 
1/16” landing gear axle over the plans. If you have added 
the landing gear tubes, then cut the top centers and trim 
so that they are only ¾” long. This will allow the removal 
of the landing gear struts once they have been aligned and 
soldered to the axle. If you are gluing the landing gear 
directly to the bo�om of the blocks, do not cut the top. With 
the front landing gear in the slot or in the tube, place the fu-
selage nose first over the plans just above the front landing 
gear on the plans. Add the rear landing gear strut and tilt 
the fuselage towards you until the four bo�om strut pieces 
touch. Slide the axle in above the strut pieces and lash each 
side together with clean, roughened copper wire. Work 
with the alignment until you are happy with this orienta-
tion over the plans. The lashing should be tight enough to 
allow you to set the model upright on its new landing gear.   
With the fuselage upright and the wheels on the axle, lay a 
flat bar over across the top fuselage sides extending to the 
right and le� and measure to be certain the height is the 
same on both sides. This will verify that the model will be 
si�ing level. Once you have checked the alignment in each 
orientation a few times, either solder or epoxy to set the 
bound joint. When the joints are set, remove the landing 
gear. Now assemble and insert the cabane struts and a�ach 
to the bo�om of the wing with small metal or nylon straps 
and screws. Work with the struts until the orientation 
matches the plans. The flat bo�om of the wing is parallel to 
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the top of the fuselage sides. The struts will be a li�le wob-
bly at this stage. When they are finally mounted, they will 
be married to 1/32” ply doublers greatly increasing their 
rigidity.

FUSELAGE SHAPING AND SHEETING
With the struts removed and set aside, add the two F1c 
formers and F1a around and flush to F1. When they are set, 
add triangular bracing to the back of F1 and the forward 
landing gear and cabane strut blocks for added strength. 
Next add F2a in the slot just forward of the top, rear cabane 
block. Add triangular bracing there as well to strengthen 
the block mount. Now add F3a behind F3 so that they are 
flush at the top. Additionally, add the K1 top keel to F3a 
and the top of the fuselage stringers centered across the 
top. Find the two K2 side keels and the small K3 and K4 
pieces. Using the plans, mark the location of K2 on the 
fuselage sides and glue it in place perpendicular to the side.  
Add the K3 and K4 pieces as shown on the plans perpen-
dicular to both the fuselage side and K2. The top fuselage 
turtle deck sheeting is pre-cut from 1/32” balsa. Wet it on 
the top side to help induce a curve and form it over a round 
cylindrical form. When it will hold the form, glue it to the 
top of F3a only and K1 and the cross braces it contacts. 

F������� ���� ��������
Note that the two lower forward cabane struts must be 
inserted before the side sheeting is a�ached. You will need 
to add the 1/8” balsa strengtheners to the struts before they 
are inserted. There are two ways to a�ach the wire to the 
balsa. On way is to glue the wire to the edge and then wrap 
the edge in paper and glue it. Another possible way is to 
take a piece of slightly larger music wire with a rough end 
cut and use it to dig a groove in the end that you can drop 
your wire strut into. When the balsa is a�ached, sand it to 
an symmetrical airfoil shape.
Use the same wet-the-balsa technique on the pre cut side 
sheets. Insert the lower forward struts and slide the sheet 
over the strut. The pre-cut hole should be just slightly 
lower than the centerline (not above). Also note that the flat 
end of the sheeting will end up a li�le lower than the fuse-
lage centerline. Find its location from the plans and mark 
it on the fuselage sheeting.  Align and glue the sheeting in 
place. 
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COWL CONSTRUCTION AND MOTOR PLACEMENT
The cowl is constructed from the pre cut balsa and ply 
parts and then 1/32” sheeting is used to join the front 
and rear pieces together. Start by laminating the two C2s 
together and then gluing them to C1 over the light etching 
alignment marks. At this point you need to determine just 
how deep your cowl will be. There is evidence for a longer 
and a shorter cowl due to the two different rotarys used 
on the DVIII/EV. For the prototype, it was more a ma�er of 
what motor would be use. The prototype used an E-Flight 
400 outrunner which is small outrunner, and called for a 
shorter cowl. If you use the GWS geared motor detailed on 
the plans, you will probably want to extend the cowl to the 
one shown on the plans.

In order to get the correct cowl depth, mount the motor 
as you finish the cowl. Alternatively, you could determine 
the correct scale cowl depth and build the cowl and then 
position the motor and extend it as necessary. At any rate, 
remember that the motor will need a few degrees of down 

and right thrust built in. This will affect its placement un-
der the cowl so the prop sha� and collet remain centered. 
Since the prototype motor uses an “X” mount, the center, 
circular cutout on the firewall had to be re inserted and 
braced. Otherwise, there is no place for the two top screws.  
With that plug back in and braced from behind, you can 
use four lock washers to set the thrust angles. Looking from 
the front at the firewall, add two in the upper right and one 
each in the upper le� and bo�om right. A li�le trick is to 
CA them to the back of the “X” mount so the motor can be 
moved around on the firewall while retaining the correct 
thrust angle. With the motor si�ing on the fire wall and the 
prop chuck mount on the motor sha�, measure just how 
much depth you need from the cowl. With that magic num-
ber, cut your 1/32” sheeting to that width. The grain should 
run along the length of the fuselage. Use the usual water 
we�ing to get it to bend nicely around the cowl. The width 
of your wood will determine the number of sheets you will 
need. So, now with the cowl completed, you can position 
the motor. Remove the prop mount and place the cowl 
over the motor. Add the prop chuck if you want to be really 
accurate. If using a motor with the “X” mount, move the 
motor with it’s lock nuts glued to the “X” mount around 
until it is perfectly centered. Carefully remove the chuck 
and then the cowl without disturbing the motor placement 
(this may  take a few tries...). Then mark the screw locations 
in the mount holes. You can now drill and mount your mo-
tor and, with those lock nuts in place, it will line up just so 
with the cowl.
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Finally, add the cowl over your motor and align it so the 
sha� is in the center of the center cowl hole. Next mark 
through the two cowl mounting holes to give drill loca-
tions on the firewall. Using 4-40 cap bolts and blind nuts, 
drill out holes on your marks to accept the blind nuts from 
inside the firewall. Install the nuts and don’t forget to add a 
dab of CA to the flange to keep the nuts from backing out. 
Now remove the motor, install the cowl and sand to shape. 

UNDERCARRIAGE LANDING GEAR
The landing gear is strengthened and aligned via and 
assembly of 1/32”ply braces. Locate the landing gear ply 
brace parts and assemble one of them over the plans. There 
are three parts, a forward and rear brace and a center 
doubler. When you build the second one, make sure you 
lay the doubler down first as to make a mirror image of the 
first brace. Use the plans and mark the axle location at the 
bo�om on the doubler and ream it out a bit to accept your 
lashed brace/axle. Rough up your wire landing gear with 
sand paper. Then, with the brace oriented so the doubler is 
facing the center of the landing gear and the other, com-
pletely flat side is up against your landing gear wire, CA 
it in place. The flat bo�om of the brace will determine the 
incidence angle of the carriage winglet. If you like, you can 
also add a balsa doubler over the wire strut and sand it to 
shape to give it a more realistic strut shape.

The winglet is built around the landing gear. Start by find-
ing the bo�om 1/32” ply sheeting. It has the rib and spar 
locations lightly etched onto it. Cut, place and glue the 1/8” 
square bo�om spar. Now, using the plans to verify, mark 
the forward and rear half of your landing gear assembly so 
you don’t get the winglet turned around. Carefully center it 
over the winglet sheeting and glue it in place. This is prob-
ably a good time to add a bit of bracing as this winglet is 
really only a�ached through this landing gear mount. Just 
be careful not to interfere with the rib placements. Or, you 
can wait until the ribs have been installed.
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Next add the ribs and your bracing if you haven’t already 
making sure they are perpendicular to the bo�om sheeting.

Next is the leading edge. Cut 1/4” X 1/2” stock and glue it 
to the front of the ribs. You may also need to fill in the small 
gap on the bo�om between the bo�om sheeting forward 
edge and the bo�om of your leading edge piece. Use 1/32” 
scrap balsa. 

The pre-cut sheeting will have to be cut to install. The piece 
is sort of an “H” shape with two square cut-outs on each 
side. Cut it across the horizontal part of the “H” so you 
have a front and rear part. Otherwise you won’t be able 
to get it around the landing gear struts. Wet and form the 
sheeting and glue it in place over the ribs. Next fill in the 
gap between the winglet tip and the landing gear struts.  
Finally, sand the leading edge to a nice rounded shape.

INITIAL ASSEMBLY
Now is a good time to do an initial dry assembly of all the 
parts. Install the wing struts into the fuselage and, using 
small metal or nylon straps, a�aché them to the underside 
of the wing. Check your alignment and incidence. Tack or 
pin on the horizontal stab and vertical fin and double check 
all the alignments. It will be helpful to take some photo of 
the strut a�achment locations on each side of the fuselage 
to aid in final assembly. The strut location tubes can be a 
li�le difficult to find a�er the fuselage has been covered 
and painted.

HINGING AND SERVO HOOKUPS 
Now is a good time to determine hinge type and locations.  
The ailerons can be hinged with covering material or CA 
type or pinned hinges. Whatever you choose, they should 
be hinged as close to the top as possible. This will allow a 
small down defection and an unlimited up deflection. This 
is preferred to reduce adverse yaw caused when a down 
aileron deflection produces more drag and tries to yaw the 
airplane in the opposite direction. The elevator and rud-
der can be hinged with either CA or pinned hinges and are 
hinged along their center line. Two rudder hinges will be 
a�ached to the fuselage rear. As for control linkages, the 
lightest and most accurate are “pull-pull” control lines; two 
sets for the elevator and one for the rudder. This type of 
setup may look complicated, but it is actually not that dif-
ficult to set up. Another possibility would be carbon fiber 
rods or light balsa ¼” square sticks with piano wire gra�ed 
on the ends. As for the ailerons, they too can be “pull-pull” 
or short control linkages from the bo�om of the wing. The 
la�er being the easiest due to the short lengths.

FUN MODIFICATIONS AND ADDITIONS

D���� ������
You can construct a small dummy engine that fits around 
the motor and is held in place with a couple magnets. Start 
with square pieces of balsa and laminated enough together 
to get the length of a cylinder. Then shape them in to a 
cylinder. Use the “double string” method for the cylinder 
fins using two strands of string or wire coiled around the 
cylinders for the entire length. Then one of the strands 
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is removed leaving the appearance of cylinder fins. The 
crankcase is also laminated together from a few pieces of 
balsa and then shaped. The rocker arms can be fabricated 
from old servo arm parts. Add li�le spark plugs and a bit 
of coiled wire for the spark plug wires.

S���� P���
Start with a standard Zinger 11X4 or 10X4 maple wood 
prop and strip and shaped it to a more scale outline. Then, 
using a light oak stain pen, gave it a first coat. Then use 
red mahogany to create the illusion of multiple laminated 
pieces of wood. You can add decals if you like and then fin-
ish it off with a couple coats of lacquer.

A��������� B�����
Add the horizontal stabilizer braces made from aluminum 
tubing to keep it light and the front undercarriage cross 
bracing made from small music wire.
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In the kit you will find the balsa parts to construct a pair 
of scale machine guns. Follow the instructions on the 
plans. The vent pa�ern can be copied from the plans and 
wrapped around the barrel. Paint them flat black and then 
go back and “dry brush” a li�le silver to the edges to give 
that worn, metalic look.
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The wing should have a “Y” harness internally to connect 
the ailerons. This can be glued to the inside of one of the 
wing struts during final assembly or, if you feel adventur-
ous, you can splice in some stiff bell wire and exit the wing 
where the original’s aileron control cables exited. You will 
need two wires on one side and one on the other if the 
servos are wired together or you can wire both servos with 
a common power and ground wire and then two control 
wires (one for each servo) and mix the two with your trans-
mi�er. During final assembly a�er the wing has been at-
tached, push the wires through the fuselage at the original 
aileron cable exit points.

COVERING
The prototype was covered with Polyspan over Balsa-Loc 
adhesive. One useful note: don’t coat the side and turtle-
deck sheeting with adhesive. This will give a smoother 
look when you shrink the covering. For more information 
on covering with Polyspan, consult the AerodromeRC web 
site. The Polyspan must be sealed prior to painting and a 
good method is to paint the entire structure with two coats 
of thinned 50-50 polyacrylic. A�er that any number of dif-
ferent paints can be used. Try to limit the number of coats 
as weight (especially in the tail) will cause balance and 
flying problems.

FINAL ASSEMBLY
With all the parts covered and painted, start with the wings 
and hinge and place the ailerons. Add the control horns 
and a�ach the servo linkages.
Next, a�ach the landing gear.  Find the landing gear inser-
tion points if you built a removable lading gear and insert 

the struts into the fuselage.
Next, find the wing strut insertion points and insert the 
struts (the photos you took before covering will come in 
handy here…). Pull the three forward struts together and 
a�ach them with the straps to the bo�om of the wing. Now 
a�ach the rear struts. Take some time now to align the 
wing over the fuselage. The distance from each wing tip to 
the rear point of the fuselage should be the same length. 
You can use a string or ruler to verify this. Adjust the strut 
locations in their wing clamps until the alignment is cor-
rect.
Next test fit the horizontal stabilizer. It must be parallel to 
the wing and fuselage top. Also check the distance from 
each wingtip to each tip of the stabilizer. When you are 
happy with its location, remove any paint and covering 
from the triangle portion on the bo�om that is si�ing on 
top of the fuselage. Re-check you alignment and when you 
are happy with it, glue it in place.
Next test fit the fin. Open the rectangular slot in the top of 
the horizontal stab. When you are happy with its location, 
remove the paint and covering under it and glue it in place.  
The elevator gets hinged next followed by the rudder. 
Finally, add their control horns. Now add your servos and 
control linkages.
Install your motor, speed control and receiver and double-
check all your control linkages. More than likely, you 
will need to place your flight ba�ery right up against the 
firewall to come close to balancing the model correctly. 
With all your gear and ba�ery placed, add your cowl and 
prop. The next step is one of the most important. Verify 
that your model balances at the center of gravity specified 
on the plans. If you are nose heavy, move your ba�ery back 
until you get the proper balance. If you are tail heavy, then 
you will need to add weight to the nose. The best place to 
do this is under the cowl. Do not skip this step and do not 
a�empt to fly if the model is tail heavy! It will be quite un-
stable and will almost certainly result in a crash. As always, 
perform a complete check of all flight surfaces, linkages, 
motor, prop, ba�ery and range check your receiver prior to 
flight.
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FLYING:
The model should rise off ground well. You may need a bit 
of right rudder on take off, but it will not tolerate much of 
a cross wind, so try to take off as into the wind as possible. 
Apply thro�le slowly, but smoothly and allow the model to 
rise off the ground with very li�le elevator input. Once in 
the air, begin to trim the model and fly large circles to get a 
handle on its flying characteristics. It is also a good idea to 
gain a bit of altitude and try a few stalls so you will know 
what to expect on landing. The wing loading of the DVIII 
is a li�le high and in tight turns can be susceptible to spins.  
Remember, this airplane was designed to be very maneu-
verable and can be flown out of a spin easily. On landing, 
don’t allow it to slow down too much and keep the air-
plane flying all the way to touch down.
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